Abstract-A heterogeneous hybrid computational electromagnetics method is presented, which enables different parts of an antenna simulation problem to be treated by different methods, thus enabling the most appropriate method to be used for each part. 
I. INTRODUCTION

E
LECTROMAGNETIC field computation algorithms are widely used for the prediction of the behavior of antennas of all types. The algorithms broadly fall into two categories, integral equation methods and differential equation methods, which have significantly different strengths and weaknesses. Integral equation methods (often known as the method of moments) are widely used for simulation of broadcasting antennas since they can simulate the behavior of arbitrarily shaped metallic structures with relative ease and with a good level of fidelity. However, problems arise if the antenna is associated with substantial dielectric volumes (especially the important cases of lossy dielectrics such as earth, sea water and the human body). The problem arises because integral equation methods inherently compute the coupling between each discretization element in the model and every other element: this does not cause a problem for metal because it is considered to be effectively impenetrable and hence only the surface has to be discretized; further, wires and thin rods can be represented as one-dimensional elements. Penetrable dielectric, on the other hand, has to be represented with a three-dimensional assembly of volumetric elements. Leaving aside the mathematical complexity of modeling such elements, the key difficulty that arises is that, in being a three-dimensional structure, the number of elements required in the model rapidly becomes very large and the computational task can become unmanageable. An alternative approach for penetrable dielectrics that is computationally much more tractable, is to use a differential equation method, such as the finite difference time-domain method (FDTD). This is a well known and highly developed algorithm that directly implements a discretized form of Maxwell's Equations. It is very efficient and relatively easy to implement, but it has one major disadvantage in that it requires the problem space to be discretized into three-dimensional rectangular elements. This results in a significant deficiency in the modeling of structures with surfaces that are not parallel to the principal axes, since the surfaces then have a stepped shape (known as 'staircasing') as a result of conformance to the rectangular quantization grid. This poses particular problems when attempts are made to model linear (wire-type) antennas with components that are not parallel to the axes.
These two methods have unique advantages in their own domain of application but it is not possible to apply either to the other domain without significant disadvantages (e.g., using integral equation methods to model the ground or using FDTD to model wires). A method was thus developed to enable both of them to be used for a single problem, combining them via a hybridization algorithm in which a bounding surface was established on which fictitious equivalent sources were considered to exist.
The first stage of hybridization between these methods was achieved by analyzing each part of a problem with the most appropriate method [1] , [2] , the coupling between these methods being computed by using the Equivalence Principle theorem. In this theorem the objects should not be physically connected, but separated by a distance of at least a moderate fraction of a wavelength to place the equivalence-principle surface in isolation between them [3] .
If the objects are physically connected and have some conductivity, a different treatment is required to allow the conduction current to cross the boundary between the two methods, applying a special treatment to ensure current continuity across the surface. Earlier work [3] - [6] is here extended for the case where the source region is subdivided, one part replaced by equivalent surface currents using the equivalence principle (computed by MoM) and the other part handled with the use of direct impressed currents (suitable to couple with FDTD). An industry-standard frequency-domain MoM program [7] was used, to aid acceptance in practical applications, although it can easily be modified for use with any MoM program.
Coupling between the scatterer and source regions is calculated using the Reaction Theorem, with appropriate modifications to the MoM program to take account of the fact that the basis and weighting functions are not the same. Fig. 1(a) shows two regions, one enclosing the source, the other enclosing the scatterer. The source region is further subdivided into two sub-regions, A and B, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . In general there is no physical attachment between source region A and the scatterer region, but the scatterer can be very close to, or attached to, the source region B if it has a dielectric surface. The source region was modeled using MoM whereas the scatterer was modeled using FDTD. In Fig. 1(b) the surface encloses the entire source region. The fields due to the induced currents from both source sub-regions A and B over the closed surface can be computed in order to evaluate the surface currents and
II. SUMMARY OF THE METHOD
where , and are the electric and magnetic currents of source regions A and B; is the unit vector normal to the surface . Now let the part of the surface adjacent to sub-region A be coincident with the surface of the conducting source structure within A. The currents on then become the surface currents on the conductor, which can be transferred to an FDTD model by treating them as impressed currents. The whole source region is then modeled using the FDTD method with impressed currents replacing sub-region A and a surface of equivalent currents replacing sub-region B (see Fig. 1(c) ). The hard (impressed) sources for a perfectly conducting surface considered in region A can be given in FDTD as follows: (3) where represents the normal electric field finite-difference time-domain updating equations with a total/scattered field formulation [2] , is the time step, and and are the permittivity and the conductivity of the surrounding medium, respectively. For region B, that is surrounded by the closed surface , the difference equations at the surface for the FDTD method can be stated as follows: (4) (5) where and are the surface electric and magnetic currents, and with the suffix are only those defined at the surface is the permeability of the medium.
The voltage induced on the source region A due to the backscattered fields from the scatterer can be given as: (6) where are the induced electric fields on the region A without and with the scatterer, and is the FDTD cell size. The voltage induced in region B (the scattered field region) is found by using MoM, employing the reaction theorem: is the free space Green's function.
The vectors and apply to the source and observation points respectively.
is the conducting surface area of the structure within region B.
is the electric test function used on the wire or the patch. It is usually a uniform pulse to account for the excitation voltage at the centre of the wire segment and the patch for the MoM, if using NEC-2 [7] . and are the electric and magnetic fields respectively for the test function . It should be noted that, in applying (7), there is no magnetic test function specified in NEC-2 [7] . Since and can be obtained easily using NEC, after ignoring the sinusoidal basis functions, and assuming that the cell meshing used in FDTD is very small compared to the operating wavelength, (8) can be reduced by ignoring the surface integral and evaluating the voltage back-scattered corresponding to the centre of the cell surface, as shown below: where is the position vector of the centre of the cell surface and is the surface area of the cell. Therefore and are considered to be the equivalent surface currents at the centre of the surface cell n. At the boundary of the hard source and the equivalent surface FDTD requires at least 2 to 3 cells of additional margin to recalculate the voltage induced in region B as seen from Fig. 1(b) . When the voltages have been obtained, the new currents can be computed and the method can be repeated until the steady state is reached.
III. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
Near fields and input impedance are taken to be convenient but rigorous validation parameters for the following examples: 1) A perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) half-wavelength dipole with radius , in free space, was first considered. The equivalent surface treatment was arbitrarily chosen to enclose 70. 4% of the length of the dipole, whereas the rest of the dipole was replaced by the impressed currents. The free space electric field on a line parallel to the dipole at a transverse distance of was examined, as shown in Fig. 3 . The results are in good agreement with those from hybrid [5] and MoM programs [7] . 2) A scatterer was introduced, in the form of a PEC rod of length and radius , parallel to the source dipole at a distance (see Fig. 2(a) ). The scatterer is located in the region of the impressed current source. The input impedance of the source dipole versus the number of iterations is shown in Fig. 4 . The results are in good agreement with those from a uniform MoM treatment [7] . The electric field contours in the y-z plane, which contains the source and the scatterer, are shown in Fig. 5 for the cases with and without the scatterer. This figure clarifies the methodology used and the technique of the current crossing the boundary (i.e., the equivalent surface principle). 3) In this example, illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , the source region contains a dipole with total conductor length and radius . One of dipole arms is coiled into a helix with three turns of radius and pitch . This simulates a canonical form of a transmitter cabinet directly feeding a helical antenna adjacent to a scatterer, in a case where the cabinet is intended to be simulated by FDTD. The scatterer is a wire of length and radius . The scatterer and the source are separated by . The equivalent surface encloses the helix region while the impressed current treatment is used for the other arm of the dipole. The input impedance versus the number of iterations is shown in Fig. 6 . The results are also in good agreement with a nonhybrid treatment [7] . Similarly to Fig. 5 , the electric field contour for this example is presented in Fig. 7 . The plane displayed contains the scatterer and the second arm of the source dipole that is represented by the straight wire. The near field distribution shows the important advantage of the method over the conventional hybrid technique [4] , [5] , [8] - [10] that requires a more substantial separation distance between the source and the scatterer. 4) In this case the scatterer region is taken to be a slab of lossy dielectric. The sheet dimensions are and it was modeled with a relative permittivity of 41.3 and conductivity of 1.3 Sm , as presented in Fig. 8 : these material properties would correspond to a highly hydrated and conducting material such as biological tissue, but seawater is not greatly dissimilar and the same principle applies to any other penetrable lossy dielectric, such as earth or construction materials. The input impedance versus the number of iterations required to reach steady state solution, for three different distances, is shown in Fig. 9 . The results are in excellent agreement with the data in [11] . The far field pattern for two different planes is shown in Fig. 10 . 5) A typical HF broad-band duo-conical monopole antenna over an infinite conducting perfect ground plane is modeled as an example of a broadcasting antenna and to insure the ability of the method to account for the ground plane effect in the presence of the current-crossing boundary. The antenna, shown in Fig. 11 , has the following properties: 34.3 m high, 45.0 m across, 110 apex angle and 2.2 sag angle. The antenna is chosen to be simulated as operating within the short wave band at 3 MHz, with a VSWR of 1.75 at the input port (the input port is placed in the segment of the antenna attaching it to the ground plane). The antenna and ground models inside the FDTD problem space are shown in Fig. 12 . The problem space is set to be 72 72 67 cells and the equivalence-principle surface is 50 50 40 cells. The antenna currents outside this surface are represented by the impressed currents as described in the summary of the method. The near field magnitude of the dominant vertically-polarized electric field component, observed at 27 m radial distance from the origin, as a function of height (i.e., distance in the z-direction) is shown in Fig. 13 . The results are in excellent agreement with those from NEC-2 [7] . The hybrid method, however, has much greater flexibility than pure MoM, such as NEC-2, to handle differing types of ground and arbitrarily-shaped volumes of lossy dielectric.
IV. CONCLUSION
A novel computational method has been described which enables the simulation of broadcasting antennas with a much-enhanced combination of verisimilitude and accuracy than was previously possible. This is because it combines the very different advantages of integral equation (method of moments) and differential equation (finite difference time-domain method) computational algorithms which are, individually, well-adapted to the simulation of metallic and penetrable dielectric structures, respectively. By combining the strengths of these two methods in a hybrid formulation an optimum system is obtained that is particularly powerful for the simulation of antennas that are close to, or partially buried in, lossy ground and the method is equally applicable to the related problems of antennas in or near sea water and those adjacent to the human body. Basic hybrid methods do not permit current flow across the boundary separating the two domains, but the treatment presented here has demonstrated a method to achieve this: this is particularly useful for antennas driven against a ground plane.
Good convergent results are obtained after a few iterations. The results are in good agreement with the available data.
